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. d . Mark Jones I University NewsXp. re - Parking problems continue to be a headache for students, who, like this student, park at meters because of alack of parking., J.
New spacesjn the, iuture 'i;')' . '. ". '
Solutions depend upon funding
If funding can be obtained,
BSU students may find several
hundred new parking spaces
awaiting them next fall,according
to Brian Chase, BSU's planning
director.
Longer range plans also include
a shuttle service from proposed
parking areas along Protest
Avenue and the acquisition of
more land south of the university.
Chase said two areas of"
university-owned land south of
University Drive are being con>
sidered as possible sites for park-
ing expansion.
One area, he said, is "south of
'the vocational area where there'
are houses being used by the art
and geology departments.','
"We can remove those," he
said, "and turn them into park-
ing lots and that is one of the
more likely things that could oc-
cur, probably this summer."
Another area under considera-
tion, he said, is "a piece of pro-
ASBSU
lobbys for
SBOEsplit
by Steve F. Lyon
The' University News
ASBSU Lobbyist Fritz Sharar
has one thing on his mind this
legislative session-seeing .the
legislature pass a bill that would
split the State Board of Education
into two bodies.
The bill, which was narrowly
defeated in the last session, would
divide the SHOE into two bodies,
one of which would oversee
public primary and secondary
education in the state, 'and one of
which would oversee higher
education, The bill also would re-
quire a constitutional amend-
ment, requiring a public ballot.
Sharar said that a new board
overseeing higher education
would "have a greater focus on
higher education," and "would
strictly relate to higher
education, "
His job will be to find sym-
pathetic legislators and try to
gather support for the bill.
Some legislators oppose the
bill, Sharar said, because they
believe it will add to the state's
burcacracy.
"The hardest part is going to be
be finding out who is convert-
ible .... Who is teetering ... that
we can bring into our camp," he
said.
He said there are some
legislators "who arc going to want
to listen to what we say and some
who don't."
ASBSU President Perry Wad-
dell said student government of-
ficers would like to seea student
on the board, but there is no
chance of getting a voting studen t
on the SBOE.
Waddell said that, if the bill
allowing a student on the SBOE
passed, the student would be ap-
pointed by the governor every two
years and would come from a dif-
ferent school.
The U of I and ISU have a lob-
bying' effort, Sharar said, bu t
none of the schools are working
cohesively,ASBSU sent out a let-
ter early last semester tothe three
schools' student governments but
."didn't really get any responses,"
he said.
"It doesn't seem very coor-
dinated but there's not a heck of
a lot we can do.about it," he said.
The ASBSU lobbying. effort
has a budget of $2,000,. down
from last year's appropriation of
$4,000. Sharar said the money will
be used in part to fund theannual
legislative luncheon and take
legislators to lunch.
by Bert VanDercar
The University News
perty south of University Drive
and south of the Boisean Motel."
"But we.won't' know," he said,
"until we see what kind of fun-
ding we get'out of the legislature.
Conceivably, if we had the money,
wecould add 200 to 400 spaces."
Each parking space, he said,
costs about $1,500 to construct.
Funding for parking, however,
is not the only problem.
"The real issue.you run into,"
Chase said, "is that you take a
house that the geology depart-
ment is in and it only takes a few
days to demolish it and turn it in-
to a gravel parking lot. But what
you have to do then is to decide
where to put 'those geology
people." "
"So there is not just the expense
of the parking but of finding a de-
cent place for the geology or art
people and that costs money as
well," he said.
Robert Seibolt, the university's
parking control director. said the
process is more difficult to imple- .
rnent than it .would seem.
"They have had plans' to do
things with parking for years and
projects that are scheduled nor-
mally happen three to four years
later," he said.
"I'm not sure it will make our
life any easier," SeiboIt said,
"because the areas we are talking
about are still going to be a con-
siderable distance from the core
campus' and people are going to
have to walk."
Parking spaces in the Towers
area, he said, are the most avidly
sought on campus, so when they
fil1 up, "that forces people into
the outlying general permit areas
and they perceive that as a lack of
space when it really isn't. It's the
.walk that bothers people more
than anything."
New spaces, he said, ViiJ1nor
alter this perception. .
There are 4,132university park-
ing spaces for. which 4,500 to'
5,000 permits are sold and peak
parking hours are from 7:45 a.m.
to II a.m., Seibolt said.
ASBSU Senator-at-Large Ron
Craig said the' plans to expand
parking would be a project for the.
ASBSU lobbyist to Fork on.
"One thing wewill have to look
into," Craig said, "is to make sure
there is adequate lighting so peo-
ple can safely go from one place
to another."
He also said that "one thing we
in the senate are trying to do now
is to better our existing parking."
He said better lighting and in-
creased security are main areas of
concern. .:
"We would like to do this as a
preventative measure before there
is a problem," he said.
Long-range plans are being
made to prevent the problem of
a future parking crisis, Chase
said.
The universityis not yet suffer-
ing from a true parking crisis, he
said, "but it's a serious enough
problem that if we have the same
kind of growth we've had for the
last few years, by 1990 you've
reached the point where the cam-
pusiscompletely ful1."
Averting .that problem can
See Parking, page 5
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CPS)--The Reagan administra- Education-s-last .year. be the first time theadministration
tion, which has tried to cut federal The Associated Press also reported has proposed higher education
spending on schools -and col1eges Jan. 8 thatthe administration plans spending, In prior years, it has ask-
every yearsince,l982,.apparently is to ask Congress to approve a pro- ed Congress to curthe education
.going to ask Congress to spend more.. gram that gives parents a tax break department's budget by as much as
on education this year, the for buying U.S. savingsbonds to pay 33,percent. .'
Associated 'Press, quoting fO,r their childrens' college In: 1uneofl987, education
anonymous sources, reported.v-. educations. secretary William Bennett hinted the
In proposing a budget to Congress Congress must approve the budget administration -,was "revising our
in late January or earlyFebruary,the proposal for the 1989' fiscal year, strategy" in education spending, sug-
administration reportedlYwill to ask whlchextends from Oct. I,. 1988, gesting it might ask for increases this'
for $21 billion for federal education through Sept. 30, 1989. i year.
programs covering .everything from Congress and the White House But Bennett had made a similar
preschool programs to college stu- agreed on a budget for the 1988fiscal reference to increasing his budget rc-
dent aid. , " year.just last month, when, among quest in.Decernber, 1986, barely IWO
By contrast, the administration . orher thlngathey approved spending months before theadministration
asked for $14 billion for federal $20.1 billion on federal education asked Congress to approve a 20 per"
education pro~rams-which are ad- programs. ' - cent cut in. the 1987. fiscal year
t,:,..:...:.;.:....:....:..:...:'-'-'~'"'""'":..J .mrnistere(l.l>y~e'V,s,·~I,11~t.of, .. ,~f__t~ere~~~ 1?~~e~~rp~.t~i~~~I1•• ~~~~~t;, • ,. < __ •••••••••••• , •• , •• '
'see revie\ftJpages'
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The Senate BeatApply now for scholarships
Senate cuts'budget
deadline lor clubs
The Congressional Teacher Scholarship
Candidates must have been in the top 10.070 of high
school graduating class or have received GED test
scores recognized by the state to be equivalent to
ranking in the top 10%. Candidate must be currently
enrolled in a teacher education program with the in-
tent of teaching two years for each year of assistance
provided by the scholarship.
Deadline: 2/IS/88. Submit
application, two letters of .
recommendation, transcripts
of college work, and personal
essay.
Educational
costs not to
exceed $S,OOO
for one year.
thoroughly examine the proposals
of the 90 fundable' clubs and
organizations on campus.
Also in last week's senate
meeting, Waddell made several
appointments. Randy Stolz will
serve as the assistant ASBSU lob,
byist, and Joe Moore was ap-
pointed as Waddell's executive
assistant: Michelle Rae Smith will .
serve as the senator for the School
of Education and Johanna De-
Jong will be the SPB assistant
films chairman. Waddell an-
nounced that, beginning in
February, interviews will take
place to fill positions on the
1988~89 Student Programs Board,
including the director's position.
The ASBSUSenatepassed
Senate Bill 23. Which' will
shorten the deadline for clubs and
organizations to submit
budgetary proposals for matching
funds from ASBSU on Jan. 18.
Beginning this year,-thedeadline
will be Jan. 31. previously, the
deadline was Feb. IS.
Sen. D. Raymond Rogers, who
introduced the bill, said shorten- .
ing the deadline will allow the
• Financial Advisory Board extra
time to process the budget pro-
posals. The FABmust submit
their budget recommendations to
ASBSU President Perry Waddell
by April I. Sen. Ron Craig, an
FAB member, said an extra two
weeks will allow'the E~B to more
Daughters of the American Revolution
Enid Hall Griswold Memorial Scholarship
Applicants must be juniors or seniors majoring in
political science, history, government or economics.
Students must also be American citizens and have ex-
emplary citizenship records.
St. Ellzabeth Hospital and Health Care
Auxiliary Scholarship
Applicants must be a graduate of a Baker County,
Oregon high school or current Baker County
residents.' Students must also have achieved
sophomore status by Sept. in a health care field such
as LPN; RN, Radiology, Lab Technician, Occupa-
tional Therapy, etc.
. The Shidler Award
Selection is based on a 1,500 word essay describing a
solution to anyone of several topics about real
estate. Essays will be judged by a' panel of real estate
professionals for quality, originality. and practicality.
American Public WorkS Association
Scholarship Rocky Mountain Chapter
Applicant must be full-time student, junior, senior or
graduate student with OP A of 2.S or above, pursuing
degree in Public Works Division, i.e.: Engineering,
Public Works Administrationor related fields.
Deadline: 3/1/88. Send ap-
plication, college transcript, .
two letters orrecornmenda-
tion and a 1,000 word essay.
Varies
I
Deadline: 3/1/88.
Approx. $350
Deadline: 3/26/88. Send ap-
plication and essay.Up to $10,000
Concerning rightsDeadline 3/31/88. Submit ap-
plication, resume of work;
college grade transcripts,
brief narrative of self, and
letters of recommendation.
$Soo
Freedom of speech
topic ofBSU forumUnless otherwise indicated, application forms and addresses areavailable in the Financial Aid Office, Administration Building, Room "t17.
:'i%"""l
III
&.JiiJ1.JiMan. Woman. Life. De.ath.. Infinity. .~. . .~~~ Thna casserole -: ~I '-~ ONE SPECIAL SNEAK PREVIEW _.' "
Dares ToTell It All.
munication department chairman
Robert Boren is scheduled to
moderate ihe forum.
The National Issues Forum, which
is presenting the event, is a nation-
wide, non-partisan program of public
discussions in communities across
the country.
The free-speech discussions' will
focus on restrictions of sexually ex-
plicit material, advertising for
alcohol and tobacco, violent televi-
sion programming and potentially
slanderous political. speeches.
Other topics of focus will be the
accessibility of material to adults and
not to minors, and the potential for
censorship' of "offensive" materials
threatening the basis of free speech
will be covered.
The forum will be organized in a
town meeting format, and will be
held at 10:30 a.m. Thecvcnt is free
and no preregistration is required.
For more information, contact
Donoghue at 38S-3391.
Restrictions on certain forms of
expression, the freedom of speech
among minors and offensive
materials will be discussed in a Feb.
4 National Issues Forum in the BSU
Student Union Ballroom.
The forum, "Freedom of'.Speech:
Where to Draw the Line," is spon-
sored by the School of Social
Sciences and Public Affairs and the
Domestic Policy Association, a non-
partisan network of community and
educational organizations which
works to increase public interest in
public policies.
"The DPA docs not push any par-
ticular policy on an issue. DPA is in-
terested in getting people talking and.
thinking about current issues so that
they can become better informed
citizens." Dennis Donoghue, BSU'
political science professor and coor-
dinator of the event, said.
Forum speakers are Lyman Win-
chester, former member of the Idaho
Legislature, Ralph Gines and Allen
Burr, Boise attorneys. BSU com-
IPhysical~herapyl
A Careerfor the Future
If-you ~ave a Bachelor's Degree and are considering a .
career in ~he ~ealth professions, look into physical therapy
at.the University of Osteopathic Medicine and Health
SCiences.
We offer an entry.-level, post-baccalaureate prograll1 leading
to a Master ?f.~~lence Degree. The increasing knowledge
and respon.sl~JlhheS of the physical therapy profession
wa.rrant trammg at the graduate level. .
The philo~ophy a.n? objectives of physical therapy complement
osteopathic medicine, particularly the osteopathic emphasis
on well ness through preventive medicine. Graduates of our
two-year program are trained to treat musculoskeletal,
neuromuscular and cardiopulmonary problems.
For more !nformation about our Physical Therapy Pro~ram,
call or wnte:
University of Osteopathic' Medicine
and Health' Sciences
Admissions and Financial Aid Office
~200 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50312
(515) 271-1614 or 271-1450
SNEAK PREVIEW SA1:'URnAY JANUARY 30
at a' theatre. near you"
• ," _. .. '~'" '.' • .,' ... .. .. ..: .. ,.' ... '. .. • " ... ..' 0' .. •• :.. .-'..... ...••• "' .•
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·''F~a~~~~S'I~~I'~i~~qlC:)g¥1':
',·.:·.ThirtYld~ho teacbers will be able tosperidonemorttllthi~s~iUmer
studying the state's geoJogY luidecology,ljndcrBSU gcologyprofes$or .' .
Monte Wilson.:' ;:' ',,,: '..' ..' './ '..
'. The.Nat!onaISciencc,Foitridationhas awarded Wilson:$73,755to:
.. condlictan,intensivecduc:ll,iolipr6graUl for earth' and life science'<
teachers~ Th~goal()f the-program istoofferspeciaii~ed trainingto .
'. elementary and junior high teachers in-Idaho's geologyand,eCology.
. The lcachers'research will bebasediltBSU,but they will. becc:m-; ..
.' du~tingeXlendedhddlripS, to 'most .of thc'majorgeological regions'.
•aild Hfezqoesof Idaho; One week Will be spent at BSU'sfieldcamp'
': at CascadcReservoir..·".· ". .' ' ..... .....•........
'Althoughthe program: Is.aimed p~imarilyatjulllor1,igh and upper ..
elementary teachers, positions are open-for senior high teachers and, .
sclenceadministrators. Participants will receive a weekly stipend, and ..
rillexpenseswillbepaid.. .... ' .. ' . .... . ." .. :
Appiications.wiH be solicited in January and February through in-
dividualscbools and the. Idaho Science Teacher Association. .
. ,~' '" .' .-".' - ' . .: -'. ' '-' -.
Co to OCiry' workshop .'
C~rrent trelidson~h~diagnosis and lreatI;~~titof~~ioilaryai~ieiy •
disease wiUbe the topic: of aone_dayworkshoppresentedby'lheBSU
College.of Health.ScicnceimdBSUContinuingNursing Educatiil.o
Feb; I, alMcCleary Auditorium, 51. Alph6nsus RcgionalMedicaL
Center, I05SN.·Curtis Road. ',..... .'. "'" ."
The workshop, which runs from 8:30 a.m,4:30p.ril"is designed to
present information on the diagnosis and rehabilitation of coronary
artery d'isease p;;ltienl5. '.' . .".'. . '.
Registrationi~$l.foremployeesof Treasure Valleyhospllalsand the.
Area l1eallh Education Consortium, which are supporting agencies
of the workshop. The fee for students and retirees is$IOwith$50 for
all others. Registration deadline is Jan~ 25; -
For moreinformalion, call 385'1195. .
'I=reei ncorne:·la>f'.h.elp
Ina pmgrmn sponsorc;d by the lriternaLRevcllue$ervice,natIonaI:.
accountingfmtetnity Beta Alpha Psi is offering assistance with in-
come tax ietllrns totheeiderly, Iowhlcomcpeople and those not fill~
':ingout complex retill:n~~Thcservice is locatedin tl\.e'(J~siness BUilding.
RooinilSeverY\\iednesdayJrom H:30p.m., beginning J~n.27and •.
egdirigApriLl3.> •...•.....; .'....•... '.' .•... .-, ..:::,/..:; i';;'>
':Pci'~ons:tisingtheservicemustbiing :theirW.2tai; fonns,' bank •.
'..sl\lte,"ents lis!ingi~terest.,earn~d,IRA· statements. and'm'¢dicat pay".' .'
.··..ment •.receipts:.fo(theyCar •...•••.••' .•...• ', ••.•.....•., >;.,; ..".'.'
.. For 'moreiiIfortnation, contact theBSUaccountingdepartmenUit ..'385-3461. . . . . ' ' '
Rent
Washer & Dryer
. $35.00 per month and pp
"ltompson.s. INC.
1707 Broadway
344-5180
(CPS)-Soviet agents are prowling
American campus libraries and us-
ing American students to gather
sensitive-though unclassified-
technical information for them, ac-
cording to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
The FBI has asked librarians to
help track the Soviets by reporting
the names of foreign students who
use certain books or databases.
But college librarians generally
do not want to help. having said it
could scare students away from
libraries, violate their constitutional
rights and scuttle the librarians' own
professional ethics.
"It's an unwarranted intrusion by
the government," according to
Patrice McDermott of the Chicago-
based American Library Association.
"To be told to look for foreign
agents is frightening," Jaia Barrett
of the Association of Research
Libraries said. "How do you tell if
someone is a foreign agent? If they
have an accent?"
"They've got no business screwing
with libraries," according to Quinn
Shea of the National Security Ar-
chive, a Washington, D.C., group that
pursues freedom of information
issues.
The FBI, in turn, said its "Library
Awareness Program" is legal and
necessary to keep foreign agents from
piecing together technical informa-
tion from university libraries that
could be used to harm U.S. national
security.
"We've known for years that the
Soviets larget university libraries,"
James Fox: head of the FBI's New
York office, said "especially big
technical libraries like you'd find at
MIT or Stanford, for information."
Soviet agents, Fox said, often hire
students or professors as researchers
to gather information about lasers,
artificial intelligence and other
technology with military applica-
tions.
GennadiF. Zakharov, the Soviet
spy arrested in 1986 who was later
traded for Nicholas Daniloffvun
American reporter seized in Moscow,
recruited students to gather inforrna- '
tion for him, Fox said. Those
students "smelled something bad"
and tipped off the FBI. Other
students, lured by large amounts of
money, are less patriotic, he said.
The agency, Fox added, is not ask-
ing librarians to join the espionage
business. "All we want to know is if
there are Soviets coming around
regularly and posting cards looking
for research assistants."
Librarians, however, have said the
program is not that innocent.
"What's the next step?" Barrett
asked. "Classifying road maps
because they show where bridges arc
for terrorists to blow up?"
"The whole basis of our govern-
ment and the First Amendment," ac-
cording to New York University's
Nancy Kranich, "is the free flow of
information." The attempt to con-
trol "sensitive but unclassified infor-
mation is so broad, it could take in
anything."
So far, the FBI has asked at least
five schools-New York University,
the State University of New York-
Buffalo, Columbia, and the univer-
sities of Cincinnati and Maryland-
to monitor who is using their
libraries.
"In the spring of 1986, an fBI man
came in and told me they were look-
ing at lhe technical libraries in Ncw
OUTDO RRENTALCENTER
York," NYU library official Nancy
Gubman said. "He said one of every
three U.N. delegates from the Soviet
Union are spies, and wanted to know
if any Soviets have come in asking for
sensitive information, database sear-
ches or unusual copying requests."
"I was stunned," Gubman said. "I
said, I can't and won't help them.
We're not going to monitor library
users. "
"I 'had the FBI come into my of-
fice one day," Charles Osburn,
Maryland's former dean of libraries,
now at the University of Alabama.
said. "They wanted us to report the
names of people who asked for cer-
tain engineering journals. They were
real stony-faced-e-I couldn't make'
them laugh-and I told them we
couldn't comply with their request."
In other contacts, FBI agents have
not used subpoenas or asked for
specific information .. "The fBI is
conducting fishing expeditions."
McDermott said. "They're not com-
ing in for specific information with
subpoenas. It's unconscionable."
Thirty-six states-including New
York, the focus of the Library
Awareness Program-have library
confidentiality laws that forbid
librarians to share information about
library usc.
"One of the things Iibrarians
-believe in is not attaching motives to
requests for information. That's what
intellectual freedom is all about,"
Kranich said .. "Yet the FBI is en-
couraging us to attribute motives."
Some librarians said. they believe
the fBI program already has had a
"chilling effect" on stude.nts· usc of
their libraries, and on the kinds of
records libraries will keep.
STUDENT UNION BUILDING'S
Renting the foUowing
winter outdoor
equipment:
• X-C ski packages/$5.50-$6.75 dai Iy
o Telemark ski packages/$7.50-$8.50 daily
CD Snowshoes
CD Car ski racks
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 3·7 PM
385·1946
EVERY SERVICE
INCWDES: .
• Shampoo
• Conditioning Rinse
• Precision Cui
• Styla/Flnlsh,. No Hidden Ext"(as ~ ...._~---~------------------.-------~----------"'I
$.2 5 00 •.BSU Students 10'/, of! i~:~a:~':.';:HEctSSARY . I
•
. ~~~;~O'5OUTDOOR R,ENTAl CENTER-l
L.:......;;.,;;....-~.~:,IONA=:c . Sun 12-5 I
O,Oe7f_.-sTlCs,.,..s-;;5Fairview (The originaJramily hairtutters.l 10070 DISCOUNT 0 NONE I
7072 W. State (ShapKa) 1401.Broadway SKI PACKAG E. PER DAY. I
. I 336·8622 376·7672 342·4404 II Exp. 2/29/88 I
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Keep information free to all
Welcome back to the 1950s, a.time when rock'n'roll is on the airwaves and KGB agents
are lurking on every streetcorner. The FBI, that God-fearing, American organization, is asking
America's college librarians to look out for communist agents posing as foreign students
who have enrolled in major universities in order to look up sensitive,though non-classified,
technical information. .
Forget about freedoin of information, forget about the public's right to know. After all,
any American high school student has enough technical know-how and Yankee ingenuity
to create a nuclear weapon and, we all know, after numerous feature films have told us.so,
that there is enough plutonium missing to un everyone, anyway. But they're not foreigners,
so they're not a risk. Right? Of course, right.
That must be why the FBI has asked the librarians of America to keep an eye on foreign
students, as you will notice in the story on page three. The librarians, you might also notice,
are not' amused. More power to them, we say.
We finally have a reason at BSU to be thankul that our university does not offer-engineering
degrees and our library is slowly but surely being taken over by public television.
Letters------'---------
Ever wonder about BSU?
Editor, The University Neil'S;
Did]a ever wonder why BSU wants to move
the KBSU transmitter from Table Rock to Deer
Point? I can think of several reasons not to,
the most salient of which is the amount of
ground-level radiation already present from the
transmitters up there.
Didja ever wonder why the new college is
going to be located across from the Vo-Tech
school, completely across the campus from all
the science departments" facilities and
classrooms when all the natural sciences arc
important in engineering curricula?
Didja ever wonderwhy the library stacks
have been taking up less and less of the floor
space of the library building so that IE/PBS
can expand its operations when public televi-
sion contributes nothing more than a few in-
ternships to the university?
Didja ever wonder what happened to
IdahoPIRG?
Didja ever wonder why BSU built a satellite
uplink next to a grade school when no-one
really knows what the long-term effects of
radio waves in concentrated doses OIi human
beings are?
Didja ever wonder why~SPB doesn't hold
lectures any more?
Didja ever wonder what is being done with
the $40/semester fcc students pay toward a
building bond for the Pavilion when John
Franden told KIDO listeners last month that
the Pavilion has been paid off for over a year?
Didja ever wonder why all the nifty, and
pricey, computer graphics equipment in the
communication department never gets used?
Oidja ever wonder what goes on in the parts
of the Simplot Micron Technology Center that
st udents arc not allowed into?
Didja ever wonder why BSU has mandated
more faculty research when none of the pro-
fessors arc granted free time to .do research?
Didja ever wonder about that? I did.
Valerie Mead
Senior, chemistry
Column' reeks of
Editor, The University Neil'S;
I am constantly amazed by the lack of
quality and depth of ignorance The Univer-
sity Neil'S displays. However, you have out-
done yourselves this time. The implication
that all the average American woman has to
be concerned about in the Election of 1988
is how big George Bush is, and whether or
not Paul Simon is bisexual, is totally
ludicrous and smacks of a rampant sexist
mentality not seen since tnc Icc Age. The
•sexism
by Steve F. Lyon
Giva students power
Can anyone tell me what power, if any,
students have on this campus? 00 students
have the power to create and enact legislation,
to liave a say in the administration of this
university or create any sort of mandate that
might bind anybody to anything?
00 any of tlie deans or vice presidents or
the chief executive officer ever consider the
petitions, referendums or opinions of students
before driving over student ideals with a semi
truck loaded with rotten potatoes and lame ex-
cuses? I don't believe so.
I believe somewhere in these ivy-covered
halls of academia there is a handbook for ad-
ministrators entitled Procedures for Dealing
With Students Who Are Thinking About Do-
ing Stuff. The handbook, prepared by regents
from Oral Roberts University and BYU, ex-
plicitly states that "students arc to be tolerated
until they begin to make nuisances of
themselves. Then, administrative oppression,
similar to that of an occupying army, shall
deny the students any and 'all powers and
average American woman is just as concern-
ed about the caliber and integrity of the per-
son elected to run this country as is the
average American male. It seems to me that
you, Mr. Lyon, would be a lot better off if
you kept your perverse fantasies to yourself,
instead of pawing them off as the idiosyn- ,
crasies of the average American woman.
Karen Canfield
BSU Student
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reduce them to sniveling, snide, little dorks,
easily crushed under a pair of wingtips."
This fictious handbook goes on to state that
students should be patronized in a condescen-
ding way and told yes, they may amuse
themselves by gathering signatures for con-
doms and KBSU. Because the fine print states
such petitions should be irnmeadiatcly chucked
in the garbage anyway. There is a specific part
of the handbook pertaining to condom
machines on campus: "Popular opinions sup-
porting condom machines on campus should
give the students the illusion that they arc do-
ing something politically constructive, pro-
gressive and in the interest of students. We as
administrators know they arc not." When,
presented with student opinions, the ad-
ministrators should close their doors in private
conference, shoo away the students and break
into raucous laughter.
Yes, I joke. I always joke about student
politics-not at the students but at the folly
of the hope in their naive little eyes.
Thanks a bunch, Big John
Editor, The University News;
We have all been wrong. BSU President John
Keiser would never let something as unique to
old Boise as the old KBSU just fade into
mediocrity. It came to me only the other day;
Keiser saw that the station's growth was being
stunted by a lack of adequate funding. He
knew the only way to make it better was first
to make it worse.
Bring in professionals, add National Public
Radio, apply for government grants-bring in
all this additional money, purchase new equip-
ment. Then, make it look as if the whole idea
had fallen through. Cut the broadcasting, go
from stereo to mono and make the program-
ming so pitifully boring that not only would
Ad Sales
Lee Arnold
Mike Thuleen
Steve Thompson
Son Dam
it be tuned out but would incite rage among
even those who had welcomed the original
changes.
His foresight was uncanny. No alternative,
he knew, would be left except to return the
equipment-rich, well funded station to the
students or lose it to JEPBS. He would just ask
the FCC to transfer the license to the students
and sit back and blush at his genius.
So you' see, now it's up to us. We have to
bitch. We have to write letters to the editor, call
the station and complain, show our complete
disgust with the station as it stands. President
Keiser has worked too hard for us to let him
down now. Let's give the old man a ~and.
Devin Dodd
. .
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News
by Bonnie Dibble
The UniversityNews
The base of operations for the Na-
tional Collegiate Honors Council has
moved to BSU with the election of
BSU Honors Program Director Bill
Mech as its executive secretary/
treasurer ..
: NCHC is the only national
organization serving the needs of col"
. lege honors programs. It provides
training and support for' honors
directors and facuny at national and
regional con ferences through
workshops, consultants and informal
d~cu~o~ .
For the last" two years, the
organization has worked to establish
a foundation encouraging exciting
projects in the science field. "We get .
to pick from the best ideas across the
country," Mech said.
There are "many non-science ma-
jors who take relatively little
science," he said. "Conceivably
someone who comes up with a good
idea, such as how to teach science to
honors students, would be a possible
target for funding."
Mcch will begin his three-year term
Parking-
Cont. from page 1
begin by adding new parking
spaces this year, he said, but.the
acquisition of more land south of
lJ niversity Drive between Lincoln
and Broadway avenues, and the
construction of parking along
Protest Avenue with a shuttle ser-
vice to campus, are the most like-
ly ways of dealing with BSU's
future parking needs.
Within the area between Lin-
coln and Broadway, Chase said,
"potentially as many as 2,000 ad-
ditional parking places could be
created over the next five to seven
years. That's if we acquire more
property, and we own about a
third of it already."
"What we are doing, and have
done over the years," he said, "is
to acquire pieces of property with
year-end surpluses. That's how
"lOst of the property south of
University Drive has been
acquired. "
The parking areas along Protest
Avenue would' be built on land
presently owned by the universi-
ty, Chase said, and could be built
within five years.
According to ASBSU President
Perry Waddell, "a bus would run
from outlying areas, and it would
make a stop at the Student Union
building, then a stop at the Ad-
ministration Building and a stop
at the Education Building; It
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hYnJmlie6iblJle" . "~nder'an;ecyear grant to setup
:TheUniversitY/llew~ ,'" honors programs across the country -.''.u:: ·..i> , When. its ..•grant -.eridcd.i.it .was·
iThe idea.ofan hQ~ors.educatiol1· •.. reorganized into the NCHC, Mech
~re\V out-ofWorld WarWaccorqing_said •.Its purpose is (0 provide small,
to Bill Meeh, director.. of-the BSu,'large, and, now, two-year colleges
(Honors.P.rOgram:.ilild·cxectitlve.·. with local honorsprograms, .which .
~ecretarr([reasurei"o(theNatronal., ,offer enriched, challenging oppor-
:cpUegiat(\l:Io~()rscouni:it.· .. ,' ..•.•'. .tunitiesfor learning. and increased in- "
, '·.'lJl"ldett~eOIIJil\, . dependent learning. . '. '" ,
's.tate t .unlversitieshad ,.' Anhonorsstudemshould be
tomeettheneeqs'~ofsomeone"who loves to learn;"Mech
li"mtich m6relletcr-said, "\Isua)lya. student who has '.
ogeneous stud.ert.t pop- .. demonstrated academic success and
ulation/'Priortothat .a willingness to go beyond minimum
•• '. .. (jme,studerits went to requirements." .•
~elecL,un1\iersities forchallenglng op- . "However, some of our real success
portuniiies.follow.ing the war, stories did. not perform well before,
,heydemlll1dedtheseopportunitie$ in: '..but were recommended as a good
jheir homeinstitutioIls,M~ch said. ".risk-a late bloomer." Mechsaid
. In 19S71heJC~SwasfQr~ed. thatsome studeJ;l~5do not dowell
this month. M~ch and Wallace Kay,
associate director of BSU's honors
program, each have served as presi-
dent of the organization.
"I wouldn't have· sought the
NCHC position if Wally weren't
here," Mech said. "With two of us
who work well together," and "are
National honors council moves to BSU
would run continuously from 7
a.m. to 4 p.m. and it would be
free, hopefully."
But Waddell said he cautioned
against too much optimism on the
parking situation in general.
"It's kind of funny," he said,
"because· every year during the
senate elections-and probably
this spring again during senate
and presidential elections-the
candidates are questioned in the
papers about what the main issues
are on campus and what they
want to do, and they always bring
up parking, and there's not really
a whole lot anybody can do about
it because it's a commuter-
oriented school, and everyone
,drives to get here."
These people
and 3 million
others have
something to
celebrate.
They beat cancer.
Weare winning.
~ . .
t .
due to a lack of interest. .,
Mech said that seminars, small
discussion .•groups; help . honors'
students develop. He has had ,"very'
good feed-back .on the value. of
seminars." •. . •. ."
The Honors Program sends
recruiting .letters " to. Idaho .:higll
schools. Mech said theyget a lot of
questionsabout early admissions,
citing the story of .a boy. who,
graduated from BSU in 1982 with a:
bachelor's degreeinmathematics at
the. age of 12. He is now 17, with
Master's degrees in both.math .and
computer science. Currently. he i~
taking a year off to. compose soft-
.ware. for, the Strategic Defense In-:
itiative under a Stanford contract
before going on to earn his doctorate.;
eager to use computer capability, it
makes this a realistic task."
Currently, the Honors Office on
the fourth floor of the Library is be-
ing remodeled to make room for the
cartons of material that come with
the job. .
Mech said he will make usc of cur-
rent technology to exchange informa-
tion with other council members and
will handle such matters as member-
ship dues, records and finances. The
council publishes two quarterly
magazines, Forum for Honors and
National Honors Report.
When member institutions want
-support, Mech said, he will provide
a recommended list of consultants.
handbooks . and literature. Con-
sultants can help plan and evaluate
honors programs.
"BSU boasts some of the most
sophisticated communication
resources in the nation.through the
Simplot/Micron Technology
Center," Mech said. "With its in-
stitutional commitment to become a
leader in telecommunications and
related areas, our university honors
program and its staff are in a posi-
tion to bring to NCHC the latest and
most efficient methods of gathering
and disseminating information for
those who wish to utilize the means."
BSU playwright,
actors take part
in competition
Irene Ryan was known for playing
the character of Granny on The
Beverly HillbillieS television show, he
said.
'''What happens is that the
representatives from ACTF travel
through the region and go to various
.productiqns and select ~tudents from
the productions they sec for Irene
Ryan," he said.
Idaho's region includes Wyoming,
Colorado, Utah and Montana,
Atlakson' said.
The students then compete in their
region, where one'nominee and his
partner then proceed to Washington,
D.C., for a final performance at the
Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts and a possible scholarship, he
said. .
The competition, however,
"doesn't have as much to do with the
scholarship as with the interest in
promoting quality acting," he said.
Of his own play, Atlakson said,
"this is the first time that a play fmm
BSU has been chosen" to go to the
regionals, to my knowledge, and
probably the first one in a long time
to come from the state of Idaho."
Encore presentations of Leap-
frog ThroughSpace and Tilne will be
presented at 8:15 p.m. on Jan. 29 and
30 in the Morrison Center's Stage II.
".
by Bert VanDerear
Tile University News
Three BSU students and a play by
a BSU assistant professor have been
nominated for the regional competi-
tions of the American College of
Theatre Festival's Irene Ryan Awards
in Laramie,.Wyo., Feb. 3. .
Terri Dillon, Stitch Marker and
Kirsten Allen will travel to Laramie
with their partners, Cliff Hall,.Cam-
mie Pavesic and Chris Thometz to
perform a six-minute audition with
80 other contestants, according to
Phil Atlakson, an assistant professor
of theater at BSU.
The performances will consist of
two scenes of a contrasting nature,
such as comic and serious or classic
and contemporary, he said.
AtIakson's play, Leapfrog Through
Space and Time, will be one of four
plays to be performed at the competi-
tions, he said. The main conference
speaker will be absurdist playwright
Eugene lonesco, and actor Richard
Thomas of The Waltons will run a
workshop;
Dillon and Marker also have roles
inAtlakson's play, he said ..
"The Irene Ryan Award,"
Atlakson said, "is meant. to en-
courage excellence in the discipline of
acting for students."
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0- Women', baeketball, BSU,'. Mon·
tana, Pavilion, 7:30 p.rn.
SPB film,Something Wild,SPEC, 7
p.m.
Julie. Clemons exhibit, Student Original one-act play, Leapfrog
Union, Second Floor Gallery, Through Space and Time, Morrison
through March 31. Reception from Center Stage II,8:15 p.m. Tickets for
6:30·8 p.m. _ the performance are $4 for general
admission, $2. for students and
seniors. BSU students with an ac-
tivity card will be admitted free.
Registration by petition only. Fifty
dollar late registration fee applies to
all late registrations.
i]ffilli\wl1i**tlit:tilll;1% - ~~:~p~~~ f~r :r~~er~~~i~~~~~~i~~
from the university.
.Orlqinal one-act play, Leapfrog
Treasure Valley Band Concert, con- through Space and Time, Morrison
ducted by BSU music professor Center Stage II, 8:15 p.m.
Melvin Shelton, SPEC, 8 p.m., free.
SPB film,. Diner, SPEC, 7 p.m.
Student Recital, Mark Shoemaker,
Morrison Center Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
Reception will follow the recital in
the third floor faculty lounge in the
..Morrison Center.
2
BSU Music Department Chairman's
Honor Recital, Morrison Center
Recital Hall, 8 p.m., free.
Faculty/staff luncheon, Student
Union Lookout Room, 11:30 a.m.,
English professor Tom Trusky,
speaker.
SPB film, Diva, Student Union Ada
Lounge, 3:l5 p.m.
Del Parkinson and Madeline Hsu,
piano-duo, BSU Music Department
faculty artist series, Morrison
Center Recital Hall, 8 p.m. General
admission is $4, senior citizens,
BSU students, staff and faculty ad-
rnitted for $2.
Last day to file with department for
admission to candidacy for
Master's Degree. Last day to tlleap-
plication for graduation for
master's, Baccalaureate and two-
year or less degrees, diplomas and
certificates-Registrar's Office.
3
Maynard Ferguson
and High Voltage will
bring their sounds to
C'est La Vie Jan. 31.
Tickets cost $12 in ad-
vance and $15 at the
door.
• BSl
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Idaho Theatre for Youth, Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs, BSU
Reading Center, 11 a.rn.
Gymnastics, BSU vs. Cal Berkeley,
7:30 p.m.
BSU music department Band
Festival and clinic. Morrison Center,
all day, performance at 7 p.m., free.
Enel
Two e
Through
act play:
College'
at 8:15 p.
The pi
assistant
fonrcho
Mountai
Laramie,
plays wii
lege The
Ticket
genearl
seniors.1
admitted
Maynard Ferguson with High
Voltage, C'est La Vie, S. Fulton St.,
6 and 9 p.m. Tickets are $12 in ad-
vance, $15 at the door, available
through Select·A·Seat.
SPB film, Everything You A/ways
Wanted to Know About Sex, But
Were Afraid to Ask, SPEC, 7 p.m.
Idaho Theatre for Youth, Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs, 8SU
Reading Center, 2 p.m. .
;;iiii
BSU senior Mark Shoemaker will present
a euphonium recital on Jan. 25, at 8 p.m. in
the Morrison Center Recital Hall. A recep-
tion will follow the recital in the third floor
faculty lounge of the Morrison Center.
Shoemaker, assisted by Gay Pool, piano,
and Robert Lane, tuba, will perform works
by Berlioz, Galliard, Rirnsky-Korsakov, Guil-
mont, Urber and Crouch. The piece by Urber
will be accompanied by a slide show of Boise
and other cities of the world.
Admission to the recital is free.
, .
'ieno recital
c.
BSU professors Madeleine Hsu and
,IParkinson will present a duo piano
.ital Jan. 29 at 8 p.m. in the Mor-
on Center Recital Hall.
The performance wiII feature
ozart's "Sonata in D," "La Valse"
Ravel and "Concerto Pathetiquc"
Liszt, Hsu and Parkinson are
heduled for concert appearances in
lin Falls and Pennsylvania in early
'88 and a Boise television segment
tel that year.
General admission to the concert is
-, Senior citizens, BSU students, staff
id faculty will be admitted for $2.
cores scheduled
o encore performances of Leapfrog
ugh Space and Time, an original one-
lay selected for the regional American
gc Theatre Festival, will be Jan. 29-30
5 p.m. in the Morrison Center Stage II.
e play, written by Phil Atlakson, BSU
ani professor of theater arts, is one of
chosen to be performed at the Rocky
ntain College Theatre Festival in
nie, Wyo., Feb. 3-6. From those, the best-
will be picked for the American Col-
Theatre Festival ill Washington, D.C.
.kets for the performances are $4 for
Irladmission; ,$2 for students and
rs. BSU students with activity cards are
ucd free.
Catch some SPB flicks
-ALLENRanging from hilarious comedy to drama,SPB will be showing four films this week: Diner,
Diva, Something Wild, and Everything YOII
Always Wanted to Know About Sex, Bill Ui're
Afraid to Ask.
In Diner, a.group of young men in their 20s
gather at their favorite diner in Baltimore to
discuss the issues that are 'most important to -
them-women and sex, in this fascinating film
about the I950s. In Diva, an opera-loving,
18-year-old mail carrier becomes unwittingly en-
tangled in a web of murder,' intrigue and pas-
sion. First-time director Jean-Jacques Beineix
blends opera with punk rock in this original
work that will forever change your perception
of foreign film.
Starring Melal~ie Griffith ~nd Jeff Daniels, Something Wild is a story about
a.strall-Iaced business executive whose only brush with crime-failing to pay ,
his lunch tab-captures the attention of uninhibited Melanie Griffith. A kinky .'
tryst and several encounters with a psychotic ex-con arc a' few of the sur-
prises that thi~ unlikely pair will embark on in the wildest weekend
imaginable.
In Woody Allen's third film (1972), Everything YOIiAlll'ays Wanted
to Know About Sex, Bill WereAfraid 10Ask features seven sketches
discussing sex and life with Hollywoodstars Louise Lasser, Burt
Reynolds, Gene Wilder and Lynn Redgrave.
Diner will be shown on Jan. 25 in the SPEC at 7 p.m.
Diva will be played in the Student Union Ada Lounge on
Jan. 27 at 3:15 p.m. On Jan. 29, Something Wild will be
shown in the SPEC at 7 p.m, Everything YOIi
Always Wanled to Know About Sex, Bill Were
Afraid 10 Ask will be shown on Jan. 31 in
the SPEC at 7 p.m.
Admission to these four films
is free to BStJ students
with an activity card, $1
for faculty and
staff and $2.50 ,..i':' ,
for the gen- ' '.,""
eral public. ' '
,1 .•
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ever forgetting the danceability that's
one of the band's strong points in live
performance.
In fact, Keithly seems to have
achieved the perfect balance between
playing for the people who want to
dance and leaving them behind.
Never is his playing too simplistic,
but it never lacks clarity, either.
Just ice also seems to be the ta pe
on which. keyboardist Todd Dun-
nigan has found his niche. The
band's first tape, although good, was
a trifle too danceable, too pop and,
at times, too heavily keyboard-
oriented. On this _one, keyboards
aren't weak, or 'demoted to
background twiddles, but they are
better combined with the rest of the
music. Dunnigan alternately takes the
spotlight (as in the -anti-censorship
"Burn Down the Library;' which, in-
cidentally, he does a bang-up job of
singing), provides the perfect comple-
ment when other sounds dominate
(as in the more acoustic "The Enti-
ty") and contributes his unique part
to a well balanced blend (as in "Tear
It Down") ..
The biggest disappointment on the
tape is"drummer Pete Weaver's dec i-
sion to play,nothis own drum set,
but Simmons electronic dr-ums. The
resulting sound, while unques-
tionablyprecise and dear, also is ar-
tificial and .etectronlc It detracts
from the cassette:.The choice was not
a wise one.
"Any Way You Are" and "White
.On White"both are seductively sexy
from Keithly's vocals on both to
Weaver's slightly exotic-sounding
drumbeat on the former and thehyp-
notic guitar-keyboard interplay on
the latter. It is a pity, though, that
"White On White" has become faster
since its debut, since it was sexier and
more mesmerizing as originally
written.
Bassist Corey Stoutenburg does a
wonderful job on the tape, giving a
better-than-strong performance
throughout. The rhythm he helps
provide is one of the qualities that
makes Methods of Dance one of
Boise's most popular bands.
Lyrically, Justice is almost flawless.
Keithly writes simply and understan-
dably without ever being trite. He is
direct and, with the help of melodies
that- add to the lyrical strength, con-
veys his ideas easily, even when they
. Justice was a mistake, especially con~
sidering that gems such as "Mrs.
Green". and the lyrically brilliant
"The Evil" were omitted.'
"Tear It Down" is aconcisecomc
rnentary on the shallower aspects of
band-oriented night .life . (or, I
suspect, any sort of socia/life). "Here
she comes/Tight dress and brand
new shoes/Ah, now look out,
baby/I'm sure there's damage you
can do/Will you dance for me/Will
you twist and shout?" The song's
sound is perfect for its message;
,danceable yet somehow dark. Punc-
tuated by "oohs," "woos" and even
an "uh-huh," it still escapes
discodom and banality. His what
parody should be-a distorted and
terribly revealing reflection.
are somewhat more complex than the As a whole, Justice is well.worth
words which communicate them. acquiring. The band plays locally
The exception,· the song with the . almost every weekend, if you want to
weakest lyrics, unfortunately also is sample before buying. Just try to im-
the tape's weakest song in every way. agine how the band would sound
"Just Like a Stranger," a paean to without crowd noises and with a
meaningless sex ("One night you near-perfect mix and incredible
stand/One night you fall/l love the sound reproduction. That is Justice ..
way you feell Just like a stranger"),
was released on the first tape. Its in-
clusion, almost unchanged, on
'99M
HICOHOS
by Karen Kammann
The University Neil'S
The second Methods of Dance
cassette, Justice, doesn't sound at all
like a local release. The sound quali-
ty is staggering, and the performance
of the tape's 11 original songs is ex-
'cellent. If more pop music sounded
like Justice, I'd listen to more pop
music.
The tape opens with "Shiver,' a
tense, energetic song about a heroi n
addiction, although, with its slight-
ly frenetic sound, it could have been
written by a speed freak.
There's nothing wrong with
"Shiver," but "Does Annabel
Know?" is the real opening strength
of this release. This selection
highlights guitarist Tom Keithly's
talent, as he plays with a harder edge
than on the band's first tape without
by Wan Birt
The University Neil'S
Among the prickly cactus and
critter-ridden, red, parched desert ..
the sonic spirit lives. The irrefutabili-
ty of this statement can be confirm-
ed by investigation of the Meat Pup-
pet's new release, Huevos.
HICOHOS
1'1
This Phoenix, Ariz., trio packs a
resonate wallop in incorporating the
gamut of their accumulating in-
l1uences, from the f1uid, lazy, Garcia-
like (as in Jerry) vocals of the
Grateful Dead, to the churning guitar
and faithful 4/4 beat of ZZ Top.
This odd combination works well,
adding a sense of urgency to an
already unique sound. The
charismatic key to the Pup's sound
is the invoked feeling that we arc
looking in on their little corner of the
world, and not vice versa. Such is in-
dicative of meaningful music. The
slightly off-key melodies painted with
a whining guitar pull you in, while
the omnipresent mysticism of Curt
Kirkwood's lyrical embodiments
GRADE: A-
by Stephen King
The University News
maverick. While Curt follows his
drifting mind into tangential obli-
vion, Cris fills in the voids with the
most melodie bass this side of Mike
Watt of Firehose.
Probably the stand-out cut on this
album is "Sexy Music," a song that
maintains a surreal groove, and
displays some of Curt's more in-
novative melodies since their Up 011
tile SUIl LP. These instances of
panoramic insight arc all too brief,
and this is well realized by the elder
Kirkwood. "Let me sec every thing/
let me live forever/give me wings and
show me how/to control the
weather," he writes, backing up these
Ifllfl!IBI........1 lyrics with easy, yet affecting vocals.
iii .. While Huevos may lack the
ethereal fluidity of 1985's landmark
Up on the SUIl, or the gritty diversi-
ty of 1983's Meat Puppets II, it
stands well above 1987's distractive-
Iy dissonant Mirage, an album upon
which much more studio time and ef-
fort were spent.
Chalk up another victory for spon-
taneity, an ally that has graciously ac-
companied the Meat Puppets
throughout their prolific careers. In-
cidentally, the word "hucvos"
translates to "eggs" in English, bu t
the Meat Puppets themselves arc far
from fragile.
"Wake up! Do you
remember where you are? Has
this dream stopped?"-The
Doors, American Prayer (1978).
Poopa my party! I suspect I will
be the target of a right-
wing/Young Republican assas-
sination ploy. If not the hardcore
political extremist, certainly the
yuppie business major/chain-
commentary
The oblique wonder of the world is
well represented, indeed. '
"Look at the Rain" and "Bad
Love" maintain the lofty spirit of the
album with a heady bass and guitar
interplay between bassist Cris
Kirkwood and brother Curt on
, guitar. The concept is insipid, yet
smoking waitress will develop
high blood pressure over this
scathing condemnatlon of
mainstream, gutbucket Top 40
rock and roll (fade 'out to the
Specials' "Blank Expression" on
the radio: "Where did you get that
blank, blank expression on your
face"). For some strange reason
whenever the topics of religion,
politics or music are discussed, we
either get a blank expression-on
our faces or get really pissed off.
We seemingly do not have the
capacity to divorce music from
our souls.
Jesus, folks, it's really scary out.
there: Considered by many to be
the finest '60s cover band in the
Treasure Valley, the Mystics per-
formed at Tom Grainey's a few
weeks ago. Though technically
coherent and" 'occasionally
brilliant eThe Last Time" by the.
Rolling Stones comes to mind), I
drank through four hours. of
pedestrian ..photocopy rock and
roll; Energy,intensity? Perform-
ing on the edge? Arc we emo-
tionally dehydrated? (Believe me,
,folks, the Mystics are a terrific
band when compared to the
Targas, Big Bang Theories and
Nemeses of the world. With,
their cheap imitation leather and
costume jewelry, Nemesis actual-
ly reminds rue of cavemen killing
poor defenseless sabertooth tigers
with billyclubs): I should relax in
my bathtub, listen to my albums
and save money.
Maybe I will. I try avoiding
establishments with" ,the Prime-
time/Redstone house bands
simply because I refuse to spend
my money being bored. I do not
like to be bored. I am not a bor-
ing person. It is not difficult to
recognize that most of the bar
bands around .Bolscare bored
stiff. If yourband was hired to
perform virtually the. same
Heart/Dokken songs riff in, hook
See Rock, page" 9 .
...."'-....
keeps you there.
Side one opens with "Paradise,"
a tumultuous rocker with the image-
laden lyrics. "Laughing gold carried
on silver/open robe waving by the
trailer/this is paradise/ivory whales
high on cornbread/wind filled sails
fly to the doorstep/this is paradise."
Take advantage ofthe wealth of knowledge
available.from your Government. The U.S.
Government Printing Office has produced a
new catalog. It tells about.the most popular
books sold by the Government-'- nearly ,
1,000 in all. Books on agriculture, business
children, diet.energy, health historv ',.. ,,'
space, and much more. For a free
copy of this new catalog,write-
New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington; D.C. 20013
GRADE: A
... -'
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Reviews
RlGOROS
by Stephen King
The University News
Muted Talking Head guitarist/
keyboardist Jerry Harrison's second
solo outing, Casual Gods, attempts
to induce .shock treament in the
cerebellum before ripping into your
soul.
The album cover and inside liner
contain exceptional photographs of
50,000 men toiling on a slowly
vanishing mountainside in Brazil
while attempting to excavate one of
the largest gold discoveries in history.
According to Harrison, these workers
have been "reduced to this condition
by poverty and the bewildering indif-
ferences of casual gods." So what the
hell is this? Gold Aid? Hands. Across
the Amazon?
Harrison has something to say. As
expected, the musical backbone of
Casual Gods resembles the
transparent blueprint of industrial
white collar/ghetto funk of Speaking
in Tongues, steamrolling over bub-
blegum, European New Wave Talk-
ing Heads '77 with the additional
machine-gun firepower of ex-
Pretender Robbie Mcintosh and ex-
Rich Kid (rumored to have. played
bass on the Sex Pistol's Never Mind
the Bol/ocks) Chris Spedding.
Though comparisons with the
Talking Heads are inevitable, Casual
Gods fortunately does not reproduce
the psycho-dramas and nervous,
neurotic, twitching tales in which the
Talking Heads' David Byrne
beautifully portrays the American
culture. Normally overshadowed by
Byrne, Harrison proves. on Casual
Gods to be a fine songwriter, explor-
ing the territories of.lust/love in the
car/sex metaphor of "Rev it Up,"
power on "Cherokee Chief," and
suicide on "Bobby."
If there is anything to the Brazilian
photos, it might be contained in the
semi-stream-of-consciousness string
of songs on side one "Man with a
Gun," "Let it Come Down" and
"Cherokee Chief" which tell com-
pelling stories of discontentment,
revolution and poverty. In "Let it
Come Down" with ihe radlcalchant
"Let it come down/we're ready for
war" Harrison conjures up the
hideous lingering violence of a third
world country (or New York City):
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"Outside the window/there is some-
one with a knife/they are waiting/
they are waiting/they might take your
life."
In "Man with a Gun" Harrison
employs a balancing-on-a-highwire
metaphor to indicate he is existing on
the desperate edge: "They say that we
can't survive/but a life like this keeps
me alive."
With the opening sonic keyboard
ri ff, the "Cherokee Chief" is the
power symbol Harrison uses to con-
tend with a hostile village: "In this
town it's always earthquake
weather/when you drink at -the bar
look straight ahead."
Oddly enough, the flipside is most-
ly involved with fluctuating love
triangles. Deception is depicted on
. "A Perfect Lie," danger on "Are You
Running?" and tenderness on
"A.K.A. Love."
. Regrettably, the half-hearted
demented "Bobby" is mysteriously
tacked on to the end of the album
and readers who have an intense
desire to study suicide should look up
the finest rock and roll treatment of
the subject ont'The Ledge" from the
Replacements' 1987 Pleased to Meet
Me.
Though Casual Gods is void of
any outstanding performances or
potential singles ("Rev it Up" being
the only possibility), this is a solid
first-rate effort from Harrison.
Whether the release of Casual
Gods is a confidence builder for Har-
rison to playa more "active" role in
the Talking Heads is unknown. I'll
bet, however, hewon't be as silent on
the next Talking Heads' studio
album.
i i
'Casual Gods' has something worth saying
GRADE: 8
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Rock---
Cont. from page 8
out, wouldn't you get bored after
the first weekend? Sure. So would
the audience. But the irony is the
audience does not get bored at all.
What is really amazing is watch-
ing a cover band throw some
energy into their set. At least that
says something.
Admittedly, the primary func-
tion of mainstream Top 40 music
is to appease the throngs of radio-
controlled masses. I could say
either these people have terrible
taste in music or simply do not
want to think. But that wouldn't
be fair. One guy actually admit-
led to me that he refuses to listen
to alternative music because it
"makes me do something dif-
ferent." At least he was honest
enough to tell me the truth.
A second consideration is that
most of the bar owners in this ci-
ty simply don't give a damn about
the "singer and the song." If it is
not a great revelation, money is
the bottom line (fadeout to a bar
owner consulting' with an
employee: "I don't give a damn
who we hire! Just get a band that
will draw the crowds to drink and
spend money.' ') To usc the
analogy of commercial radio, one
of the basic premises is "The stuff
in between the commercials? It
really isn't important." I swear if
mass executions were in vogue,
bar owners would be booking
Hitler to perform. Damn, we
should be grateful for living in the
1980s. .
It may come as a shock, b~t
Mark Jones I University News
Critic extraordinaire Stephen King evaluates the state of rock and roll.
two of the finest bands in Boise Hi-Tops and - Methods of
are obscure treasures which have Dance-just listen to their res pee-
gained ncar non-existence ex- tivealburns: Howdy and Justice.)
posure: Primoridial Soup and Dubbed by drummer Bob
1-84 (included in that list are the James as "nco-psychedelic,"
Primordial Soup is definitely the,
strangest, most compelling, and
original band, period. The multi-
piece band is a combination of
New York Wave/Punk Televi-
sion/Talking Heads with a
throwback to the psychedelic
garage sixties (a modern-day ex-
ample is the Fleshtones) with a
raw mixture of ingenuity and
bravo. This nominal description
docs nOI capture the beauty of
their music. The band employs
various shifting rhythms and tem-
pos, a hard-edge/trash guitar 0 f
George Shearer" and a violin
player who sounds like the Velvet
Underground's John Cale sitting
on the dock of Venus. If complete
with experimental Andy Warhol
movies, red light and whips, a
Primordial Soup gig would
parallel the performances of the
Plastic Exploding Inevitable in
1966, (whence the Velvet
Underground emergcd.) Primor-
dial Soup has one of the. best
chances of becoming truly suc-
cessful. Primordial Soup is simp-
ly that good.
In the same vein, 1-84 rarely
plays any covers, unless it's a silly
Johnny Twotone number. Casting
off all the R.E.M./Feelies com-
parisons, 1-84 showcases the
marvelous guitar duet interplay of
David Grapp and Kevin Carroll,
who simultaneously cut a guitar
figure that breaks down the false
concepts of rhythm and lead
guitar, except when Carroll slips
into a bluesy solo. Playing
everything from country/punk
"Rednecks From Hell" to the
melodic, folksy "Blue Sky," I-84's
mystical, foreboding musical im-
agery is matched only by their in-
tensity and energy. Maybe it's
because they are the stereotype of
young and hungry rock-and-
rollers. Or maybe it's because they
are that good.
Let me offer a small reminder:
The only sources of alternative
music are not Primordial Soup or
1-84. Ever heard of John Hansen?
Hansen's 'acoustlc jam at Tom
Grainey's on Monday nights is a
wonderful treat of virtuoso guitar
and roaring amateurism. Let me
move quickly to. other sources:
Johnny Shoes and Rob Matson
(country/folk), Kevin Kirk and
Urban Renewal (jazz)-Iet's not
forget fond memories of The
Young Jazz Lions-Chicken Cor-
don Bleus (blues), The Club
(soul). There is even going to be
a reggae band, Center St. Reggae,
at the Crazy Horse, Jan. 29-30.
And that's not all the story.
I said at the beginning of this
article that I would be making a
"scathing condemnation of
mainstream, gutbucket, Top 40
rock and roll." 1 lied. I don't care
if people listen to Top 40 .rnusic,
That's their problem, not mine. I
think a small dose of mainstream
music is needed to keep a perspec-
tive on life. My only message is:
Top 40 music is not the only
viable expression of quality
music. There are. some. quality
musicians out there. Wake up and
take a chance on listening to
something different.
RAFTER
YOUGETIl;
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·Grapplerst~l{eoneJ
lose three.sitraight
in tough matches
by David Dunn
The University News
TheBSU Wrestling team capitaliz- .
ed in almost every weight class to
overpower and defeat Weber State
43-8 in the BSU gym Jan. 20. This
sweet taste of victory did not last for
long, however, as the Broncos lost
three straight matches against im-
pressive competition in a tournament
held at Stlllwater, Okla., Jail. 22 and
23.
The Wildcats managed to pull off
points in only two matches with a
draw in the ISO-pound division and
a forfeit by BSU's K.C. Lane, who
was suffering from a fever, at 167
pounds. BSU was dominant at all
other weights including a pin at 158
pounds by Jon Watson, a freshman
from Meridian. The Broncos also
received four victories on forfeits
against a depleted Wcber State team
which is having problems iwth their
wrestling program.
BSU found the competition a bit
stiffer facing the University of
Nebraska in their first match in the
Oklahoma State University tourna-
ment. The Broncos were defeated by
Nebraska 26-17 but were victorious
in four weight classes with Travis
Krawl at 134 pounds, Schimmel at
142, Cook at 177 and McDade, who
got a pin in the heavyweight division.
The next day proved to be equally
as tough for the Broncos with mat-
c hes against Arizona State U niversi-
ty, ranked second nationally, and
BYU, Despite an impressive 15-0
decision for Cervantes at 118 pounds
and a 7-3 victory for Schimmel, the
Broncos fell to ASU 28-20. Both Cer-
vantes and. Schimmel received deci-
sions in the second match, and
McDade pinned his man, but it was
not enough as Broncos came up
short 22-21 losing to BYU,
Next on the schedule for the BSU
Wrestlers is the Oregon Classic Jan.
29-30. The Bronco wrestlers will not
be at home until the Feb; II match
against the University of Oregon.
·Mark Jones I University News
BSU's Jon Watson (on the bottom) struggles against a weber State wrestler Jan. 20. BSU won the match.
Women
hoopsters
crush
ISU, Cats
by David Dunn
The University News
The Lady Broncos' inside
strength and quickness proved to
be the difference in a 76-61 win
over ISU Jan. 21. The BSU front.
line was simply too tough, scor-
ing 33 points and out-rebounding
ISU 39-30.
Scoring seemed to be no pro-
blem as the Broncos had five
players' in double figures led by
Jan Ecklund with 17, Ann
Jensvold and Kelly Heagy with 13
apiece, Marj Connors with 12 and
Missy Dallas with II. Jensvold
also pulled down 12 rebounds to
lead the Broncos.
Jan. 23 the women returned
home to play WeberBtate only to
give the Wildcats an unwclcomed
visit by defeating them 68-56. The
Lady Broncos used a pesky
defense to force the Wildcats in-
to 28 turnovers compared to 10
for BSU, This definitely proved to
be the difference as the Lady
Broncos were out-rebounded
41-29 and shot only 39 percent
from the field.
Next week, BSU will take on
the University of Montana Jan.
29, and Montana State Universi-
ty Feb. I in theBSU Pavilion with
both games starting at 7:30 p.rn.
Cole has burger scheme
,,
r:
}'
i.
I.
Not letting their first con-
ference loss get in their way, the
BSU Lady Bronco basketball
team showed strong performances
this week, winning two Mountain
West Athletic Conference games
and boosting their record to 3-1
in the MWAC.
cornnrrm DISCOUnTS
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SPORTSCENE
Bronco besketbett
by Tom Lloyd
TIll! University News
I felt the forces of rage and frustra- everything because he owes me while
lion uniting \0 overcome me. I go to da ah-lunds."
. "Hey man, come to the ah-lund." "That's the most ludicrous piece of
Life was just too good to be true; "What? Come to the. .. , what are thinking I've ever heard come from
everything was going in a nice flow. you talking about, and furthermore, your mouth. What's the real
School had started again, the skiers what are you doing here?" reason?"
were happy, Broncos basketball fans "Ah got 'dis plan, and you is "Okay, it's really a front by a col-
were ecstatic, and world peace was included." lcctive of bookies who have taken a
not 'at hand-business as usual. Cole was barefoot, had on jammer bath on all those under 50games this
For me, I consider it a "writer's shorts, a loud Hawaiian shirt bedeck- year by the Broncos. The only way
dream." Snow is on the ground. It ed with a lei, and something that they can recoup is to break their will.
stops a lot of unnecessary movement, looked like a sweatband with grass If they can take away the crowd's in-
especially in the North End. If the spikes coming out of it. He had centive to cheer the team on at the
day is overcast, I feel like staying in- rested his portable stereo on my table, end of the game, the Broncos will
side and writing. If it is sunny, it's a filling my house with a Calypso beat. relax and the other team will break
majestic view out of my front win- "Okay, I'll bite. What's the scam?" 50. Let's face it-one of the big
dow when looking for solace from a . "No scam," he said. "Business." reasons they have held teams under
stark, white, blank sheet of paper. He had quit speaking with the fake 50 points is because of the trernen-
That is, of course, unless one has a Jamaican accent. "You see the way dous support they get from their fans
surrealistic implant dancing on it. I have it figured, the Wendy's guy is who only want burgers in reality."
I was feeling smugly warm in my. almost broke. I'm going to go in and "Your friends' thinking is just as
house, soaking up the Norman make him an offer. He won't take it, convoluted as yours. Sure the incen-
Rockwell ambience outside my win- .but the next time the Broncos enlist tive is nice. Granted, some would
dow with icicles hanging from tl~-;'another team inthe under-50 club, leave: But'enoughfans have been
roof, snow-drifted fences, all the he'll be eating out of my hand, and educated now to know. what that
snow landscaping and a Hawaiian I'll be on my way south." means so I would be willing to go
version of a dancing bear with ghetto ,"Wait a minute. You've never had against all my principles and pro-
blaster. money in your life." . mises and bet you that a large
It suddenly dawned on me that I "No prob-blem man," he replied number of fans would stay and cheer
wasn't having a '60s flashback. This with an eerily mixed accent. "My for the Burger squad-those guys
Polar Bear Club mutation' was for man Nemo.. .. " who finish the other team off and
real, and I knew who it was. Thelaw . "Hold it right there. Nemo the have been responsible along with the .
of averages had caught up with me. great business shelter designer that i\; starters for holding several teams
Cole was back. being housed and fed by my tax under the burger mark."
Gone was the garish L.A. bookie dollars for a variety of fraudulent It dawned on me who I was talk-
street-jive attire. Against my better misrepresentations?" ing to. I chuckled. I laughed. I
judgement, I opened the door. . "Oh yes, right, you remembe~eo'nvulsed.
"Get in here. My neighbors think Nerno, Well, he's out now, but he "Thanks Cole. I haven't had a
I'm weird enough anyway. I don't learned a lot of ways not to get laugh like that since Robin Williams
need your show-and-tell antics to caught on this vacation.'" was at the Met. You..just made my
push them over that last brink that "Oh great. Mr. Felony of account- .day." . . ,
I'm teetering on with them right ing is your partner." I was still enioying a glass of water
now." "Lighten up. Nerno says we can in the kitchen when I heard a rustl-
When he got close enough, I save the guy from bankruptcy by ing from the frontrooril, a rattling
grabb.ed his arm as an adult does to buying him out for next to n6thing. at the door and then that most
a child that. is not moving fast Then we do away::vith Ihe under 50 welcome of 'soundS'-!'Hhrumph!"
. enough to. SUIt.them: ..... , ... :clUQ"show .n.nrot)t, ;Iud lhen sell.
"Whal arc ·you do.lng?" I said as Nemo will gratefully ~.'", care of' •.•...•.•...... '. '
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Broncos grab two more Big Sky wins
Mark Jones I University News
Going for tWO-BSU'S Chris Childs goes over a NAU defender in the Jan. 21 matchup. BSU
won over NAU, then went on to beat ISU in Pocatello on Jan. 23 bringing their record to 6-0 in Big Sky play.
RINKING AND DRI ING
ILL FRIE DSHI.
"I believe THE PRODIGAL lTh1y
be'the most powerful film
ever mede to reach people/or
Christ."
_1Jll1Y GroJhillD
"How long I've longed for films
of this Cill/ber to be produced-the
realism of the story line-the
dialogue-the relevancy of the
lyrics of the songs-all of It is first
. clasS-pius the Incre~lIble
messase.". '
-Joyce LdJdorf, Author
'THE PRODIGAL Is a profound
commentary on our present condi-
tion ... a mirror in which we all see
ourselveS. It is a Christian film in the
best and deepest sense. I hope
and pray it will reach a wide
audience,"
-Re ...Donn D.Moo .....w
Bel Air Presbyterian Church
Los Anseles; Califomla.----
A woJU..D~rn. MCruRl!.o lUUASl
Showing Monday, Feb. 1, 7 p.m.
In the Chaffee Hall lounge.
sponsored by University Christian
Fellowship.
Q pTacolime
Now, you can enjoy a healthy,
satisfying meal at TacoTime
for under.two dollars!
-r~-------T--------~
I ~gPMEAT ,I ~~r~D & I
: BURRITOS I MED. DRINK I
I 8 '. I.$1.99 :$1.99 I
!...~.BROADWAYTACOTIM.E O.NLY . I BROADWAY TACOTIME ONLY !'~----~---T---------I S'OFT I TACOBURGER, I
I . MEXI-FRIES & I
I TACO : MED.DRINK I! .99 :$1.99 .l
L•BROADWAYTACOTIMEONLY! B.ROADWAYTACOTIMEONLY...I.-------- -~-~-~--
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
Tho more wins for the best team
in BSU basketbilllhistory were ac-
complished last week. One was what
has been commonly characterized as
workman-like when the Broncos were
on the bottom swing of their roller
coaster ride. The other was simply a
war.
The Northern Arizona University
Lumberjacks, a 4-11team overall and
1-3in the Big Sky play going into the
Jan. 21 conference battle, jumped to
an early. lead, giving the Broncos
notice that this was BigSky time. For
10 minutes the visitors from
Flagstaff, Ariz., maintained the up-
per hand.
"We started slow, sluggish," Bron-
co Guard Brian King said. "When
you're playing so many games, you're
going to come out flat."
While 8,717fans nervously twitch-
ed in their seats, the Broncos went
about business as usual waiting for
the spark to come that would ignite
them.
A long-overdueBrian King entered
the game, shooting with confidence
in his ability. King canned 11quick
points to sendBoise State into a lead
it never relinquished.
"The story lies in 23 turnovers,
eight assists and 34 shots," NAU
coach Jay Arnote said after the game.
"Credit that to their defense."
And once again the Broncos
responded to the now-infamous
chant, "Burgers, burgers," by keep-
ing the 'Jacks' under 50 points
enroute to a 70-48 victory.
In a strange night for Big Sky
home teams, the Broncos were the
only victorious host team. The U of
I beat Montana State, Reno upend-
ed Weber State, and Eastern
Washington surprised everyone by
downing the University of Montana.
Shock and surprise are for the
"other people. BSU Head Coach Bob-
by Dye knows about Big Sky teams
and believes in them; as he has said
all along, "this conference is prett)'
well-balanced. If you take it ror,
granted, you're in trouble,"
After the Lumberjack defeat, the
Broncos had to prepare for a difficult
matchagainst a fired-uplSU Bengal
squad. "Boise State doesn't have a
long, lustrous tradition in Pocatello,"
Dye said, referring to ISU's
homecourt advantage.
"They get up for this game," BSU
Guard Doug Usitalo said.
The old in-state rivalry has been
heated as of late. Last year, the
Bengals and the Broncos met four
times, with BSU winning three, but
ISU grabbed the most important one
in the 'Big Sky post-season playoffs.
The pre-season matchup in the Real
Dairy Classic this year produced" a
war more indicative of late-season
play. The Bengals would be out to
revenge their loss in the classic.
"This is the biggest game of the
year for Idaho State," Dye said one
of their boosters had told him. "This
was their Wyoming game."
It was one of those games where
a coach hopes his team keeps close
throughout the game then makes a
run at the end, control1ing the out-
come. The trouble was both teams
"had the same thing in mind.
-Every time the Broncos appeared
to be pul1ing away from the Bengals
in the last two minutes, ISU would
come scrapping back. Twice, ISU's
Troy Miles hit from three-point range
to cut the Bronco lead to 61-59.Then,
on a great assist from Usitalo, Arnell
Jones hit a lay in to put BSU ahead
63-59. Twomore free throws by Jones
iced the victory, 65-59.
"Both teams played about as hard
as they could play," Dye said after
the game. The difference was "we
played with great poise down the
stretch."
The two victories leave BSU per-
ched atop the Big Sky Conference
standings with a 6-0mark and 15-1
record overall. The Broncos stay on
the road this week as they visit the
University of Nevada-Reno and Nor-
thern Arizona University.
Let us
cheer up
your
laundry
day..
We have the means to fight
back: Quality May tag washers
& dryers. BI~Screen TV. video
gcimes.· pool table. snack and
beverage bar. plus a comfort-
able. relaxing atmosphere,
And for those who really hate
doing laundry, we offer a
drop-off l,Nash-Dry-Fold
service. too.
I,
I'
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COULD YOU BE A BOSlON
NANNY? Are you a loving, nurtur-
ing person who enjoys spending time
with children? Live in lovely, subur-
ban neighborhoods, enjoy excellent
salaries, benefits, your own living
quarters and limited working hours.
Your round-trip transportation is
provided. One year commitment
necessary. Call or write: Suzanne
Pack, Childcare Placement Service,
Inc. (CCPS), 739 Rim View Lane,
Twin Falls, ID 83301.(208) 733-7790.
New York area. Our agency has you
fly east and personally interviewwith
our pre-screened families. High
salaries~$150:$300 weekly.We also
have nanny parties and supply you
with lists of other nannies in the area.
Yearly. employment only. Nannies
Plus (licensed and Bonded Agency)
Toll-free 1-800-752-0078.
IRA, Social Security. Give us acall
if you want.to be part of a winning
team: Call Erik FarleY801-572-2796
collectfor an on-campus interview.
HelpWan(ed
HELP WANTED! Great jobs. are
now available in ASBSU. Current
openings: Election Board
Member-$60/month. Graduate
Senator (must be a graduate stu-
dent)-$150/month ... Justice for
Judiciary-$150/month.You must be
a full-time student.to apply. All jobs
have flexible hours. For more infor-
mation and job. descriptions please
contact ASBSU, 2nd floor Student
Union Building. 385-1440. Applica-
tion Deadline: Jan. 29th.
NANNIES NEEDED NOW: Nan-
nies needed in the New Jersey and
BREAK AWAYFROM THE PACK.
Developyour personal skills and cam
$5,000 to $10,000 this summer. We
train. you to be the best. Travel..
guaranteed income, company
benefits: 'Insurance, savingsprogram,
HIRING! Govenlment jobs-your
area. Many immediate openings
without waiting list. or test.
$15,000-$68,000.Call (602) 838-8885,
ext. 5924.
EARN EXCELLENT MONEY in
home assembly work. Jewelry, toys &.
others. FT & PT avail. Call,today!
1-518-459-3535(toll-refundable) ext.
B-3504A 24 hrs,
EXCITING BOSTON: Sports,Night
Life, Excitement! Enjoy the Boston
area for one year as a live-inchildcare
Nanny. Excellent salaries, many
benefits. Over 10 successful
placements! Find out if you qualify.
Call (617) 794-2035 or write One on
One, 10BerkeleyLanc, Andover, Ma,
01910
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EXCELLENT INCOME for home
assembly work. For info. call
5tl4-646-l700 Dept. P-1818.
Miscellaneous
BLOOD PLASMA DONORS: Help
save a child's life and cam extra
money while watching a movie. New
donors and donors who haven't
donated in the last 30 days receive$11
for your donation with this ad. 1621
Broadway.
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WRITING/EDITING/TYPING.
Reasonable, Rates, Satisfaction
Guaranteed. 378~1743.
For Sale
CANON AEI-with' zoom ·Iens and
Vivitar auto-flash. Call 375-4721.
Personals
Loving, professional couple wishes to
adopt baby & provide with best of
everything. Please call Barbara col-
lect (208) 765-3187 (Days) (208)
772-7638 (Eves) .
CHUCK: You have a bad attitude
about safe sex. Why take risks with
your and Sally's lives? Jim .
Jim: Okay! I'm convinced! Sally and
I arc going to Planned Parenthood
. to get informed and be safe. Chuck.
DEAR CLAIRE, How about thilt
movie? Oh, and by the way, did you
have fun at the party? Alan ..
Dear Alan, The party was great.
Sorry, but I have to cancel again.
Rush is still on. It's for guys, too!
Why don't you join me? Claire.
BONNIE-sou always meet your
deadline, always do your research.
Good stuff, Maynard!
GEORGE BUSH is big enough for
us. We love him, love him. The
Homemakers and Cake Decorators
Association of Boise State University.
ACROSS
1 Reward
6 Nautical: ceasal
11 Looked Intently
12 Tried .
14 Teutonic deity
15 Goddess 01
discord
17 Sheet 01glass
18 Snake
20 Aquatic
mammal
23 Dry measure:
abbr.
24 Space
26 Rescued
28 Compass point
29 Look pryingly
31 Rumors.
33 Fat of awlne
35 Nerve network
36 Relraln from
39 Prying device
42 Aslar as
43 Pintail ducks
45 Withered
46 Twitching
48 Remain erect
50 Fall behind
51 Winglike
53 Harvest
55 A continent:
abbr.
56 Retreat-
59 Glossy paint
61 Cook In oven
62 Happen again
DOWN
1 Individual
2 Concerning
3 Anger
4 Cipher
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PUZZLE
5 Redacts
6 Busy with
7 Brother 01Odin
8 Viper
9 Antlered animal
100ccup.ant
11 Fruit: pI.
13 Erases: printing
16Asterisk
19 Bodies ot'water
21 Without end
22 Repulse
25 Protective
ditches.
27 Lavishes fon-
desson
30 English baby
carriages
32 Carouse
34 Food program
38 Essence
37 Cistern
38 Approach
40 Rubber on
pencil
41 Royal
44 Scoff
47 Roman
statesman
49 European
52 Inlet
54 Moccasin _
57 Rupees: abbr.
58 Latin .
conjunction
60 Greek letter
Answers
to last week's
puzzle
SPECIALS 0$2.99 Mini Pizza
with Salad
• 2 for 1 pitchers
of fav. bev.
Coors, Bud
GREAT PRICES! THICK & LOADED,--------------------1I $10.00 Large, two-topping :
1 pizza, 32 oz. Coke, I SUMMER EMPLOYMENT IN YELLOWSTONE PARK
11--------------------1 TW RECREATIONAL SERVICES, INC.
l$~ off any FAM ILY size pizzal· Over 2,000 summer seasonal positions are available with
I' Both coupons expire 2/31/88 I ~~I~~:a~:~~:1~~~ii ~~~1~~r~~e~~~Tt~~tw~fg~~~~~~:~~~gT~.------3---------..;,-----1 campus on January 25th. Please obtain an appllcat!on_and sign44-6160 up for an Interview in the Student Employment Office, Room
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